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Abstract
In a recent contribution we examined the effect of ten- and fourteen-
center circuits on the Nucleus Independent Chemical Shifts (NICS) us-
ing Multicentre Bond Indices (MCBI) [1]. In this study the non-local
contributions to the NICS are further investigated for a larger set of
polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAH). To achieve this the NICS
are predicted using the MCBI and compared with ab initio results.
The NICS of the central ring of Perylene- and Benzo-[ghi]perylene-
like fragments and of Coronene appear to have other non-local con-
tributions than the ones previously studied. It is shown that a model
based on the MCBI-Ring Current maps and the inclusion of new cir-
cuits proves the existence and shows the nature of these new non-local
effects on the NICS. This new model leads to a better understanding
of the differences between the NICS and delocalisation indices. The
results show that the NICS value is not only significantly influenced
by the higher-order circuits encircling the ring at which it is evaluated,
but also by the local aromaticity of the surrounding rings and occa-
sionally, like in the case of Coronene, the NICS are even influenced by
currents farther away in the molecule.
Keywords: Aromaticity, NICS, Generalized Population Analysis,
Multicenter Bond Index, multidimensionality of aromaticity.
1 Introduction
Few concepts in chemistry are as widespread as aromaticity. Although origi-
nally well defined in terms of similarity between benzenoid rings [2], over time
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it has been used for many different classes of molecules, making it a fuzzy
concept. The lack of an immediate observable has resulted in a multiplicity
of indices to quantify aromaticity, based on energetic [3], geometric [4], quan-
tum chemical [5] or magnetic considerations [6–10]. A concept closely related
to aromaticity is that of electron delocalization, of which the Multi Centre
Bond Index (MCBI), recently introduced by our group [11–14], has been shown
to be a successful measure [15]. In the family of magnetic measures of aro-
maticity, one of the most popular indices is the so-called Nucleus Independent
Chemical Shift (NICS) [6,7,16,17] which is the negative of the magnetic shielding
computed at the centre of the ring for which the degree of aromaticity is to be
assessed. The lack of correlation between some of these indices has put for-
ward suggestions that aromaticity is multidimensional phenomenon [3,18–21].
Recently many authors started to refer to the local-aromaticity of separate
rings in molecules, adding to the confusion around the concept of aromatic-
ity. Local-aromaticity refers to the degree of aromaticity of a fragment of
a molecule, typically the degree of aromaticity of a specific benzenoid ring
in a polyaromatic hydrocarbon. Local aromaticity of a benzenoid ring will
be used here to reflect the retention of Benzene characteristics. Many works
implicitly assume that local aromaticity is also a multidimensional concept.
However, recent works have shown that much of the lack of correlation be-
tween especially MCBI and NICS is not due to such multidimensional charac-
ter, but rather due to the fact that they reflect different phenomena. In case
of molecules with several rings, NICS computed at the center of a specific
ring are, often assumed to reflect the local degree of (benzenoid) aromaticity.
However, NICS computed in a single point in these molecules reflect contri-
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butions from all circuits in those molecules. MCBI, on the other hand, are a
single value that reflect delocalisation in a single circuit. Through statistical
analysis, the present authors have previously shown that for a large set of
PAH, the NICS values can be derived from MCBI, refuting the need to in-
voke a local analogue of the multidimensionality of aromaticity. It was also
shown that ring current maps derived from MCBI, agree very well with ab
initio computed ring current maps [1,22,23].
The model reconciling magnetic and MCBI data relies on the fact that
one can consider the total ring current as composed of different circuit-
contributons [24–26]. For example, Anthracene contains six different aromatic
circuits, three benzenoid circuits, two naphthalene like circuits and one cir-
cuit that follows the edge of the entire molecule. The ring current J(r) in
every point in the molecule can thus be considered as arising from these
different circuits [8]. In Anthracene, one can write:
J(r) = JBenz1(r) + JBenz2(r) + JBenz3(r)
+ JNaph1(r) + JNaph2(r) (1)
+ JEdge(r)
Analogous to equation 1, the authors suggested that the NICS originates
from all circuits in a molecule, or once again for Anthracene:
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NICS(r) = NICSbenz1(r) + NICSbenz2(r) + NICSbenz3(r)
+ NICSnaph1(r) + NICSnaph2(r) (2)
+ NICSedge(r)
Supposing that for each circuit the NICS contribution and the multicenter
index correlate and that the contribution of circuits that do not encircle
the point at which the NICS is calculated is negligible [27], the total NICS
at the centre of a given six-membered ring X can be expressed as a linear
combination of the six-centre index (SCI), the Naphthalene-like ten-centre
indices (TCI) and the Anthracene- and Phenanthrene-like fourteen-centre
indices (FCI-a and FCI-b) for the circuits that include X [1]:
NICS(rx) = aSCI + b
∑
j
TCIj + c
∑
k
(FCI-ak + FCI-bk) + d (3)
The NICS were fitted using this equation and constants a, b, c, and
d were calculated. The ab initio NICS-values and the NICS predicted by
the model are significantly correlated with R2=0.84 and above. The lack of
correlation (R2=0.38) between NICS computed at a benzenoid ring center
and the multicenter index for the benzenoid circuit, without the higher-order
circuits, demonstrates that NICS should not be used to assess the degree of
local aromaticity of a benzenoid circuit. The significant correlations found
between the NICS and the MCBI when including the higher-order circuits
imply that there is a significant influence of these different circuits on the
NICS, in addition to the local (benzenoid) aromaticity. Therefore, it should
be avoided to report correlations between aromaticity indices reflecting only
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a specific circuit and the NICS values, as the latter are influenced by all other
circuits.
In a different study [22] it was shown that MCBI delocalization indices
and Ring Current(RC) maps can be reconciled using a similar reasoning.
Approximate Ring Current maps have been constructed from the MCBI by
projecting the SCI as vectors on the bonds of the benzenoid ring in a diatropic
manner. This leads to the partial or full cancellation of the SCI vectors of
two adjoint benzenoid rings on their common bond. The same was done for
the ten-, and fourteen-centre indices (TCI, FCI). The parameters obtained
from the regression in equation 3 were used as weighting factors to scale
and sum the SCI-, TCI- and FCI-vector maps to the final MCBI-RC map.
The MCBI-current maps and ab initio ring current maps were calculated
and compared for 394 PAH and they were visually confirmed to be the same
for all molecules. The results prove that the MCBI contain the necessary
information for the prediction of current density maps in PAH.
In the present paper we further study the non-local contributions to the
NICS by testing the correlation between the MCBI and the NICS using the
method in equation 3. In our previous work the correlation was derived using
108 PAH, containing 493 symmetry unique rings. In this study a much larger
set of 286 PAH, containing 2640 symmetry unique rings is used. This larger
test set reveals that the results of NICS and the MCBI for some specific rings
can not be reconciled using this method. We show that the problem lies in the
non-local character of the NICS. Furthermore the results prove that including
this non-local character of the NICS in the model, using the MCBI-vector
maps mentioned above, explains the difference between the NICS and MCBI
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for the problematic rings. The authors also examined whether or not circuits
other than the Benzene, Naphthalene, Anthracene- and Phenanthrene-like
have a significant effect on the NICS.
2 Computational Methods
The correlation between MCBI and NICS was derived using a set of 108 PAH,
built from one to six benzenoid rings. The correlation was subsequently eval-
uated using a test set of 286 PAH built from seven and eight benzenoid rings.
All molecular geometries were constructed using the Benzene geometry with
a C-C bond length of 1.4 Å. The MCBI for all these molecules were calculated
using the Pseudo-π approach [1,28–30]. The MCBI were computed using the in
home developed Kekule program which uses the Gaussian-03 [31] formatted
checkpoint file. The NICSzz [10,32] were also calculated in the Pseudo-π ap-
proach [1] using Gaussian-03. For the study of correlations between the NICS
and multicenter indices, the ARTE-QSAR program was used [33].
3 Results and discussion
Using the constants a to d in equation 3, obtained from a set of 108 PAH, the
NICSzz of the test set of 286 PAH were predicted using the same equation.
The NICSzz versus the Predicted-NICSzz for all 394 molecules of the fitting
and test set together are shown in Figure 1.
The majority of the rings is well predicted and the R2 is 0.884, however
the method fails to predict some rings with positive NICS values. The NICS
of the cluster of points in the upper right corner (green) in figure 1 is pre-
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dicted too low. These points correspond to the central ring of Perylene-like
fragments in the PAH (Figure 2(a)). The points in the lower right quadrant
(orange) are predicted with the wrong sign. These points correspond to the
central rings of Benzo[ghi]perylene fragments in the molecules (Figure 2(b)).
The red point corresponds to the central ring of corenene (Figure 2(c)) whose
NICS is dramatically underestimated using the method. The poor prediction
of the NICS for these rings using this model is in contrast to the fact that the
MCBI-ring current maps of these molecules are indistinguishable from the ab
initio Ring Current calculations on these molecules [22]. The SCI values of the
individual rings reveal the reason for the poor agreement with the NICS. In
all these cases the central ring is surrounded by benzenoid rings with a much
higher six centre delocalization (Figure 2). In Perylene the delocalisation in
the cental ring is very small, whereas the two top and bottom rings have
higher delocalisation values. In the ring current and MCBI-RC maps this
results two distinct Naphthalene-like circuits and the current on the bonds
connecting these two Naphthalene substructures is essentially zero [22]. The
NICS of the inner ring is positive, not because of the delocalisation in this
central ring, but because of the higher delocalisation in the neighbouring
rings. The NICS of the inner ring is induced by the Naphthalene-like circuits
above and below the central ring, but it is essentially an empty ring, flanked
by two diatropic Naphthalene circuits. Similarly in Benzo[ghi]perylene and
Corenene the paratropic current in the central ring is a consequence of the
difference in benzenoid delocalization between the central and the outer rings,
where the outher rings overpower the inner one.
With this observation in mind, one can attempt to prove the existance
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of these non-local effects on the NICS statistically by changing the model
in such way that it takes these effects into account. This can be done by
constructing the SCI, TCI and FCI vector maps as described before(Figure
3a and 3b) and by summing the values of the vectors around the benzenoid
ring to a new SCI, TCI or FCI value for each ring . This is done by summing
the SCI,TCI of FCI values of the vectors which run in a diatropic manner
around the benzenoid ring and by substracting the values of the paratropic
vectors of the ring(Figure 3c). These new SCI, TCI and FCI values are now
corrected for the effect of (partial) cancellation that the delocalisations in the
neighbouring rings have on the current density. Introducing these ’corrected’
SCI, TCI and FCI in equation 3 should result in a closer correlation with the
NICS values. The constants a to d where again obtained using the fitting
set of 108 PAH and subsequently tested on the test set of 286 PAH. The
NICSzz versus the predicted-NICSzz using this method for all 394 molecules
are shown in Figure 4.
Using this method, which will be called the vector method from hereon,
the R2 increases from 0.88 to 0.94. Moreover the central rings of Benzo-
[ghi]perylene fragments (orange) have the right sign and the central ring
of Perylene-like fragments (green) are better predicted. These findings show
that the vector-model predicts the NICS better than the much simpeler model
of equation 3. This proves that the NICS value is not only influenced by the
higher-order circuits encircling the ring, but also by the local aromaticity of
the surrounding rings. The NICS for the central ring of corenene however
changes from underestimated to overestimated, with a predicted value of
16.60 ppm instead of the ab-initio −0.60 ppm.
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To get a better agreement between the MCBI-predicted NICS and the ab-
initio NICS, one possibly needs to consider more delocalisation circuits. The
current model only uses Benzene-, Naphthalene, Anthracene- and Phenanthrene-
like indices. However many of the PAH also contain phenalene-like twelve-
centre circuits and pyrene-like fourteen-centre circuits which are not ac-
counted for in the models described above, but might contribute to the NICS
in a similar fashion. To see whether these twelve- and fourteen-centre cir-
cuits have an effect on the NICS, the indices were calculated on all molecules
and the above vector-model was reconstructed using a six, ten-, twelve-,
and fourteen-centre vector map, where the pyrene-like circuit was summed
together with the Anthracene- and Phenanthrene-circuits to one fourteen-
centre vector map. This summation to one map is based on the previous
finding that separating the Anthracene- and Phenanthrene-circuits does not
improve the model significantly [1]. We wish to avoid introducing too many
variables, resulting in more flexibility in the model than can physically be
justified. Inclusion of even higher-order circuits could also be considered,
however since it has been shown that the influence of the circuit becomes
smaller with increasing numer of centres [1] and keeping the increasing com-
putational cost in mind, only circuits up to fourtheen centres were considered
in this study.
The results for the vector-method including the phenalene-like twelve-
and pyrene-like fourteen-centre circuits are shown in Figure 5. These results
are again obtained by fitting the model 108 PAH and subsequently using
the model for the set of 286 PAH. The immediate observation is that the
introduction of the two extra circuits does not change the previous findings.
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There is no drastic change in the correlation or in the appearence of the graph.
The NICS for the central ring of Coronene remains overestimated, although
there is a small correction in the right direction from 16.60 ppm to 12.03 ppm.
The introduction of the twelve-centre vector map is however statistically
verified as significant. The t-test reveals a 99.95 % certainty that the twelve-
centre vector map has a significant contibution. The small effect on the
results is primarily due to the absence of a twelve-centre circuit in many of
the PAH and the small effect the circuit has on the total NICS. The average
weight of the twelve-centre ciruit for the total NICS value is only 2.1% .
An interesting observation is that the twelve-centre delocalisation contibutes
in a paratropic fashion to the NICS, wereas all other circuits give diatropic
contributions. This suggests that the 4N+2 rule is also applicable to the
delocalisation indices, where(4N+2)- and 4N-membered circuits contribute
diatropic and paratropic, respectively.
Turning back to corenene, the current adaptations to the model fail to
discribe the NICS of the central ring, although it has already been shown that
the MCBI-ring current map of this molecule is indistinguishable from the full
Ring Current calculation [22]. The MCBI-ring current map of Coronene (Fig-
ure 4) reveals the possible problem. The paratropic current on the central
ring is rather small compared to the outer diatropic current. In the vector-
method used until now, only the vectors on the benzenoid ring at wich the
NICS is evaluated are used, while other vectors farther from the ring are ne-
glected. Using the continous set of gauge transformations [34–36], the effect of
the ring current (J(r)) to the zz-component of the shielding tensor (σzz(rX))
is proportional to ×rX/r
3:
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σzz(rX) = −
1
Bc
∫
{
(r − rX) × J
(1)
Z (r)
}
z
/r3dr (4)
Where J
(1)
Z (r) the first-order electronic current density induced by a mag-
netic field along the Z axis. The effect of vectors farther from the ring thus
diminishes roughly by 1/r2, which justifies neglecting the vectors farther from
the ring. In the case of Coronene however, the outer current is so strong it
can not be neglected for calculating the NICS of the central ring. The fact
that only the vectors on the central ring were used is responsible for overes-
timating the NICS value. The answer to the correct prediction of the central
ring of Coronene might thus lie in including all vectors of the molecule into
the model.
Since the total ring current can be considered as composed of contributons
from different circuits [24–26] (equation 1) and as the contribution from a given
N-centre circuit (NC) to the current density (JZ(r; NC)) is proportional to
the MCBI for the circuit NC , JZ(AB; NC) can be approximated by the
MCBI projected as a vector in a diatropic manner on the bond between
atoms A and B (MCBI(AB; NC)), thus:
JZ(AB; NC) ∼ MCBI(AB; NC) (5)
The total ring current can be written in terms of the MCBI-vectors as:
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J
(1)
Z (AB) = a
∑
NSCI
SCI(AB; NSCI)
+ b
∑
NTCI
TCI(AB; NTCI) (6)
+ c
∑
N12CI
12CI(AB; N12CI)
+ d
∑
NFCI
FCI(AB; NFCI)
+ e
Similarly the expression for the NICS can be rewritten in terms of shield-
ing tensors associated to the vector map of a certain delocalisation orde
(σzz(rX ; MCBI)):
NICSzz(rx) = −(aσ
zz(rX ; SCI) + bσ
zz(rX ; TCI) + cσ
zz(rX ; 12CI)
+ dσzz(rX ; FCI) + e) (7)
Where the component of the shielding tensor associated to a certain de-
localisation order (σzz(rX ; MCBI)) can be written as:
σzzX (rX ; MCBI) = −
1
Bc
N
∑
AB=1
{
(rĀB − rX) ×
M
∑
NC=1
MCBI(AB; NC)
}
z
/r3X,ĀB
(8)
The summations run over all the bonds (AB) and all the different circuits
with a given number of centres (NC) respectivly.
Constants a, b, c, and d from equation 7 can now be obtained by calculat-
ing the shielding tensors from the vector maps of the different delocalisation
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circuits (Equation 8). This slightly more complex procedure should correctly
describe the NICS of the inner ring of Coronene. The results for this method
are represented in Figure 7. Once again the model was fitted for the 108
PAH and subsequently used for the large set of 286 PAH.
The figure shows that this model indeed closely predicts the NICS of the
inner ring of Coronene, which is now predicted as 3.26 ppm (the ab initio
value is -0.60) . The R2 does not increase signifficantly (0.947 to 0.950)
and the rooth mean square decreases only a little, from 2.55 to 2.45. The
model is not necessarily better in describing the NICS for the whole set of
molecules, compared to the simpler vector-model. This is because the ×rX/r
3
dependence ensures that the effect of other vectors than the ones encircling
the ring at which the NICS is evaluated can be neglected in the majority of
the PAH. The model is however necessary to correctly understand the NICS
in Coronene. The example of Coronene nicely demonstrates that the NICS
computed at a benzenoid ring center should not be used to compare the local
aromaticity of benzenoid circuits. In this molecule not only do the different
circuits contribute to the NICS value, but the NICS of the central ring is a
result of the more aromatic Benzene circuits surrounding the inner ring. The
effect is subsequently reduced by the large diatropic current running around
the edge of the molecule.
The apparent multidimensional character is thus shown to be fictious.
Multicentre indices, used to assess benzenoid character, are strictly related
to the benzenoid ring and no direct effect of the neighboring rings is consid-
ered. This allows considering local benzenoid aromaticity as the retention
of similarity of a benzenoid ring to isolated Benzene. NICS take a entirely
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different approach and reflect in a single point all the currents in a molecule.
In the case of PAH, local aromaticity is not multidimensional, it simply fol-
lows a different definition. The lack of need for multidimensionality is clearly
illustrated by the fact that both can be reconciled as shown above.
4 Conclusions
In this paper the non-local effect on the NICS were studied using the MCBI
for a large set of 394 PAH. This revealed that for Perylene-like and Benzo[ghi]-
perylene-like fragments and for the central ring of Coronene, The NICS value
can not be explained using the six-, ten- and fourteen-centre circuits alone as
in the previous study [1]. It was shown that the problem lies in the non-local
character of the NICS. This non-local character could be proven using the
MCBI-vector maps. Furthermore it was shown that phenalene like twelve-
centre circuits and pyrene-like fourteen-centre circuits at first glance do not
lead to a better correlation between the NICS and the MCBI, but statistics
show the effect on the NICS is meaningful. The models presented here do
not serve as an alternative way to calculate the NICS using the MCBI, but
were constructed to fully examine and understand the difference between
the NICS and delocalisation indices. In this way, these results have further
demonstrated that NICS should not be used to assess the degree of local
aromaticity of a benzenoid circuit as MCBI do. Three different non-local
efects on the NICS were found:
- the influence of the higher-order circuits encircling the ring. Not only
the six-, ten- and fourteen-centre circuits have an effect on the NICS,
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the present study show that also the twelve-centre circuits have a mean-
ingful influence.
- the influence of local aromaticity of the surrounding, neighbouring,
rings which can dramatically change the current on the commun bonds
of adjoint rings, influencing the NICS of these rings.
- the influence of currents even farther away from the ring at which the
NICS is evaluated, like the effect of the outer current in Coronene on
the NICS in the central ring.
These results show it is possible to find a very tight correlation between
the MCBI and the NICS, when taking suitable combination of the delocal-
isation indices for different circuits. These results confirm once more that
the claimed multidimensionality of aromaticity must not be involved in this
case. Scrutiny must be used when reporting correlations between aromaticity
indices reflecting only a specific circuit and NICS values.
While examining the non-local contributions to the NICS, the results of
this study also raised the suggestion that there is a 4N+2 rule applicable
to the delocalisation indices, where(4N+2)- and 4N-membered circuits con-
tribute in a diatropic and paratropic manner, respectively. However, further
investigation of this 4N+2 rule for delocalisarion indices is necessary.
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Figure 1: The NICSzz versus the Predicted-NICSzz for 394 PAH using equa-
tion 3
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Figure 2: SCI values for Perylene(a), Benzo[ghi]perylene(b) and Coronene(c),
expressed in percentages of the Benzene value
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Figure 3: The construction of the new SCI values using the vector method
of triphenylene. (a) The values of the SCI of the rings, expressed in terms of
the percentages of Benzene value. (b) The SCI projected as vectors on the
bonds of the benzenoid ring in a diatropic manner. The SCI values of the
adjoint rings partially cancel each other on the common bonds (c) The values
of the vectors running in a diatropic manner around the benzenoid ring are
summed, the paratropic vectors are substracted and the value is divided by
six to form the new SCI.
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Figure 4: The NICSzz versus the Predicted-NICSzz for 394 PAH using the
vector method
Figure 5: The NICSzz versus the Predicted-NICSzz for 394 PAH using the
vector method, including the Phenalene-like twelve-centre and Pyrene-like
fourteen-centre circuits
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Figure 6: The MCBI-ring current map of Coronene.
Figure 7: The NICSzz versus the Predicted-NICSzz for 394 PAH using equa-
tion 7
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